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Abstract. We study the model-checking problem for recursion schemes: does the tree
generated by a given higher-order recursion scheme satisfy a given logical sentence. The
problem is known to be decidable for sentences of the MSO logic. We prove decidability
for an extension of MSO in which we additionally have an unbounding quantifier U, saying
that a subformula is true for arbitrarily large finite sets. This quantifier can be used only
for subformulae in which all free variables represent finite sets (while an unrestricted use
of the quantifier leads to undecidability).
We also show that the logic has the properties of reflection and effective selection for
trees generated by schemes.
1. Introduction
Higher-order recursion schemes (schemes in short) are used to faithfully represent the con-
trol flow of programs in languages with higher-order functions [Dam82, KNU02, Ong06,
Kob13]. This formalism is equivalent via direct translations to simply-typed λY -calcu-
lus [SW16]. Collapsible pushdown systems [HMOS08] and ordered tree-pushdown sys-
tems [CPSW15] are other equivalent formalisms. Schemes cover some other models such as
indexed grammars [Aho68] and ordered multi-pushdown automata [BCCC96].
In our setting, a scheme is a finite description of an infinite tree. A useful prop-
erty of schemes is that the MSO-model-checking problem for schemes is decidable. This
means that given a scheme G and an MSO sentence ϕ, it can be algorithmically decided
whether the tree generated by G satisfies ϕ. This result has several different proofs [Ong06,
HMOS08, KO09, SW14], and also some extensions like global model checking [BO09], logical
reflection [BCOS10], effective selection [CS12], existence of lambda-calculus model [SW15a].
When the property of trees is given as an automaton, not as a formula, the model-checking
problem can be solved efficiently, in the sense that there exist implementations working in
a reasonable running time [Kob13, Kob11, BK13, RNO14, NO14] (most tools cover only a
fragment of MSO, though).
Recently, an interest arisen in model-checking trees generated by schemes against prop-
erties not expressible in the MSO logic. These are properties expressing boundedness and
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unboundedness of some quantities. More precisely, it was shown that the simultaneous un-
boundedness problem (aka. diagonal problem) for schemes is decidable [HKO16, CPSW16,
Par17]. This problem asks, given a scheme G and a set of letters A, whether for every
n ∈ N there exists a path in the tree generated by G such that every letter from A appears
on this path at least n times. This result turns out to be interesting, because it entails
other decidability results for recursion schemes, concerning in particular computability of
the downward closure of recognized languages [Zet15], and the problem of separability by
piecewise testable languages [CMvRZ15].
In this paper we show a result of a more general style. Instead of considering a particular
property, like in the simultaneous unboundedness problem, we consider a logic capable to
express properties talking about boundedness. More precisely, we extend the MSO logic by
the unbounding quantifier, U [Boj04]. A formula using this quantifier, UX.ϕ, says that ϕ
holds for arbitrarily large finite sets X. We impose a restriction that UX.ϕ can be used only
in a context where all free variables of ϕ represent finite sets. We call the resulting logic
MSO+Ufin.
The goal of this paper is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. It is decidable whether the tree generated by a given scheme satisfies a given
MSO+Ufin sentence.
We remark that the MSO+Ufin logic extends the WMSO+U logic, which was widely
considered in the context of infinite words [Boj11] and infinite trees [GK10, BT12, Boj14].
The difference is that in WMSO+U only quantification over finite sets is allowed. In effect,
WMSO+U cannot express all properties of MSO [HM12]. On the other hand, in MSO+Ufin
we allow quantification over infinite sets like in standard MSO, and we only restrict the use
of the U quantifier to subformulae in which all free variables represent finite sets.
Furthermore, we remark that some restriction for the U quantifier is necessary. Indeed,
the model-checking problem for the full MSO+U logic (where the U quantifier can be used
in an unrestricted way) is undecidable already over the infinite word without labels [BPT16],
so even more over all fancy trees that can be generated by higher-order recursion schemes.
While proving Theorem 1.1, we depend on several earlier results. First, we trans-
late MSO+Ufin formulae to an equivalent automata model using the notion of logical
types (aka. composition method) following a long series of previous work (some selec-
tion: [FV59, She75, La¨68, BCL08, GK10, PT16]). Second, we use the logical-reflection
property of schemes [BCOS10]. It says that given a scheme G and an MSO sentence ϕ
one can construct a scheme Gϕ generating the same tree as G, where in every node it is
additionally written whether ϕ is satisfied in the subtree starting in this node. Third, we
use an analogous property for the simultaneous unboundedness problem, called SUP re-
flection [Par18b]: given a scheme G we can construct a scheme GSUP generating the same
tree as G, where every node is additionally annotated by the solution of the simultaneous
unboundedness problem in the subtree starting in this node. Finally, we use the fact that
schemes can be composed with finite tree transducers transforming the generated trees;
this follows directly from the equivalence between schemes and collapsible pushdown sys-
tems [HMOS08].
This is an extended version of a conference paper [Par18a], where the result is shown
for the WMSO+U logic.
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Our paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce all necessary definitions.
In Section 3 we show how to translate MSO+Ufin sentences to automata. In Section 4 we
prove the main theorem. Section 5 contains a few extensions of the main theorem.
2. Preliminaries
The powerset of a set X is denoted P(X), and the set of finite subsets of X is denoted
Pfin(X). For a relation r, we write r∗ for the reflexive transitive closure of r. When f is a
function, by f [x 7→ y] we mean the function that maps x to y and every other z ∈ dom(f)
to f(z).
Infinitary lambda-calculus. We consider infinitary, simply-typed lambda-calculus. In
particular, each lambda-term has an associated sort (aka. simple type). The set of sorts is
constructed from a unique ground sort o using a binary operation →; namely o is a sort,
and if α and β are sorts, so is α→ β. By convention, → associates to the right, that is,
α→ β→ γ is understood as α→ (β→ γ).
While defining lambda-terms we assume a set of variables Varsλ = {xα, yβ , zγ , . . . }
containing infinitely many variables of every sort (sort of a variable is written in superscript).
Infinitary lambda-terms (or just lambda-terms) are defined by coinduction, according to the
following rules:
• node constructor—if Ko1 , . . . ,K
o
r are lambda-terms, and a is an arbitrary object,
called a letter, then (a〈Ko1 , . . . ,K
o
r 〉)
o is a lambda-term,
• variable—every variable xα ∈ Varsλ is a lambda-term,
• application—if Kα→β and Lα are lambda-terms, then (Kα→β Lα)β is a lambda-term,
and
• lambda-binder—if Kβ is a lambda-term and xα is a variable, then (λxα.Kβ)α→β is
a lambda-term.
Sets of letters are called alphabets. We use unranked letters; this subsumes the setting
of ranked letters. We naturally identify lambda-terms differing only in names of bound
variables. We often omit the sort annotations of lambda-terms, but we keep in mind that
every lambda-term (and every variable) has a fixed sort. Free variables and subterms of a
lambda-term, as well as beta-reductions, are defined as usually. A lambda-term K is closed
if it has no free variables. We restrict ourselves to those lambda-terms for which the set of
sorts of all subterms is finite.
Trees; Bo¨hm Trees. A tree is defined as a lambda-term that is built using only node
constructors, that is, not using variables, applications, nor lambda-binders. For a tree
T = a〈T1, . . . , Tr〉, its set of nodes is defined as the smallest set such that
• ε is a node of T , labeled by a, and
• if u is a node of Ti for some i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, labeled by b, then iu is a node of T , also
labeled by b.
A node v is the i-th child of u if v = ui. We say that two trees T, T ′ are of the same shape
if they have the same nodes. A tree T is over alphabet Σ if all labels of its nodes belong to
Σ, and it has maximal arity rmax ∈ N if its every node has at most rmax children. When
both these conditions are satisfied, we say that T is a (Σ, rmax)-tree.
We consider Bo¨hm trees only for closed lambda-terms of sort o. For such a lambda-
term K, its Bo¨hm tree is constructed by coinduction, as follows: if there is a sequence of
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beta-reductions from K to a lambda-term of the form a〈K1, . . . ,Kr〉, and T1, . . . , Tr are
Bo¨hm trees of K1, . . . ,Kr, respectively, then a〈T1, . . . , Tr〉 is a Bo¨hm tree of K; if there is
no such sequence of beta-reductions from K, then ω〈〉 is a Bo¨hm tree of K (where ω is a
fixed letter). It is folklore that every closed lambda-term of sort o has exactly one Bo¨hm
tree (the order in which beta-reductions are performed does not matter); this tree is denoted
by BT (K).
A closed lambda-term K of sort o is called fully convergent if every node of BT (K)
is explicitly created by a node constructor from K (e.g., ω〈〉 is fully convergent, while
K = (λxo.x)K is not). More formally: we consider the lambda-term K−ω obtained from
K by replacing ω with some other letter ω′, and we say that K is fully convergent if in
BT (K−ω) there are no ω-labeled nodes.
Higher-Order Recursion Schemes. Our definition of schemes is less restrictive than
usually, as we see them only as finite representations of infinite lambda-terms. Thus a
higher-order recursion scheme (or just a scheme) is a triple G = (N ,R, No0 ), where
• N ⊆ Varsλ is a finite set of nonterminals,
• R is a function that maps every nonterminal N ∈ N to a finite lambda-term whose
all free variables are contained in N and whose sort equals the sort of N , and
• No0 ∈ N is a starting nonterminal, being of sort o.
We assume that elements of N are not used as bound variables, and that R(N) is not a
nonterminal for any N ∈ N .
For a scheme G = (N ,R, N0), and for a lambda-term K whose free variables are
contained in N , we define the infinitary lambda-term represented by K with respect to
G, denoted ΛG(K), by coinduction: to obtain ΛG(K) we replace in K every nonterminal
N ∈ N with ΛG(R(N)). Observe that ΛG(K) is a closed lambda-term of the same sort as
K. The infinitary lambda-term represented by G, denoted Λ(G), equals ΛG(N0).
By the tree generated by G we mean BT (Λ(G)). We write ΣG for the finite alphabet
containing ω and letters used in node constructors appearing in G, and rmax(G) for the
maximal arity of node constructors appearing in G. Clearly BT (Λ(G)) is a (ΣG, rmax(G))-
tree.
In our constructions it is convenient to consider only schemes representing fully-conver-
gent lambda-terms, which is possible due to the following standard result.
Fact 2.1 ([Had12, SW15b]). For every scheme G we can construct a scheme G′ generating
the same tree as G, and such that Λ(G′) is fully convergent.
Example 2.1. Consider the scheme G1 = ({M
o, No→o},R,M), where
R(N) = λxo.a〈x,N (b〈x〉)〉 , and R(M) = N (c〈〉) .
We obtain Λ(G1) = K (c〈〉), where K is the unique lambda-term for which it holds K =
λxo.a〈x,K (b〈x〉)〉. The tree generated by G1 equals a〈T0, a〈T1, a〈T2, . . .〉〉〉, where T0 = c〈〉
and Ti = b〈Ti−1〉 for all i ≥ 1.
Remark. An usual definition of schemes is more restrictive than ours: it is required that
R(N) is a of the form λx1. · · · .λxs.K, where K is of sort o and does not use any lambda-
binders. We do not have this requirement, so possibly R(N) does not start with a full
sequence of lambda-binders, and possibly some lambda-binders are nested deeper in the
lambda-term. It is, though, not difficult to convert a scheme respecting only our definition
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to a scheme satisfying these additional requirements (at the cost of introducing more non-
terminals). We can, for example, use a translation between schemes and λY -terms from
Salvati and Walukiewicz [SW16]: their translation from schemes to λY -terms works well
with our definition of schemes, while the translation from λY -terms to schemes produces
schemes respecting the more restrictive definition.
Another difference is that in the definition of the Bo¨hm tree we allow arbitrary beta-
reductions, while it is sometimes assumed that only outermost beta-reductions are allowed.
It is a folklore that these two definitions are equivalent.
There is one more difference: we expand a scheme to an infinite lambda-term, and then
we operate on this lambda-term, while often finite lambda-terms containing nonterminals
are considered, and appearances of nonterminals are expanded only when needed. This is
a purely syntactical difference.
MSO+Ufin. For technical convenience, we use a syntax in which there are no first-order
variables. It is easy to translate a formula from a more standard syntax to ours (at least
when the maximal arity of considered trees is fixed). We thus assume two infinite sets of
variables, Vfin and V inf , and we let V = Vfin ⊎ V inf . Variables from Vfin are used to quantify
over finite sets, while variables from V inf over arbitrary (potentially infinite) sets. In the
syntax of MSO+Ufin we have the following constructions:
ϕ ::= a(X) | X 'i Y | X ⊆ Y | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ¬ϕ
′ | ∃Z.ϕ′ | ∃finF.ϕ
′ | UF.ϕ′
where a is a letter, and i ∈ N+, and X,Y ∈ V, and Z ∈ V
inf , and F ∈ Vfin. Free variables of a
formula are defined as usually; in particular UF is a quantifier, hence it bounds the variable
F. We impose the restriction that UF.ϕ′ can be used only when all free variables of ϕ′ are
from Vfin.
The MSO logic is defined likewise, with the exception that the U quantifier is disallowed.
(The fact that a set is finite is expressible in MSO without using the ∃fin quantifier, thus
presence of this quantifier does not change the expressive power of MSO).
We evaluate formulae of MSO+Ufin in Σ-labeled trees. In order to evaluate a formula
ϕ in a tree T , we also need a valuation, that is, a partial function ν from V to sets of nodes
of T , such that ν(F) is finite whenever F ∈ Vfin ∩ dom(ν). The function should be defined
at least for all free variables of ϕ. The semantics is defined as follows:
• a(X) holds when every node in ν(X) is labeled by a,
• X 'i Y holds when both ν(X) and ν(Y) are singletons, and the unique node in ν(Y)
is the i-th child of the unique node in ν(X),
• X ⊆ Y holds when ν(X) ⊆ ν(Y),
• ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 holds when both ϕ1 and ϕ2 hold,
• ¬ϕ′ holds when ϕ′ does not hold,
• ∃Z.ϕ′ holds when ϕ′ holds for an extension of ν that maps Z to some set of nodes
of T ,
• ∃finF.ϕ
′ holds when ϕ′ holds for an extension of ν that maps F to some finite set of
nodes of T , and
• UF.ϕ′ holds when for every n ∈ N, ϕ′ holds for an extension of ν that maps F some
finite set of nodes of T of cardinality at least n.
We write T, ν |= ϕ to denote that ϕ holds in T with respect to the valuation ν.
In order to see that our definition of MSO+Ufin is not too poor, let us write a few
example formulae.
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• The fact that X represents an empty set can be expressed as empty(X) ≡ a(X)∧b(X)
(where a, b are any two different letters).
• The fact that X represents a set of size at least 2 can be expressed as big(X) ≡
∃Y.(Y ⊆ X ∧ ¬(X ⊆ Y) ∧ ¬empty(Y)).
• The fact that X represents a singleton can be expressed as sing(X) ≡ ¬empty(X) ∧
¬big(X).
• When we only consider trees of a fixed maximal arity rmax, the fact that X and
Y represent singletons {x}, {y}, respectively, such that y is a child of x can be
expressed as
(X '1 Y) ∨ · · · ∨ (X 'rmax Y) ,
where ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 stands for ¬(¬ϕ1 ∧ ¬ϕ2).
• Let A = {a1, . . . , ak} be a finite set of letters. The fact every node in the set
represented by X has label in A can be expressed as
∀Y.(sing(Y) ∧ Y ⊆ X)→ (a1(Y) ∨ · · · ∨ ak(Y)) ,
where ∀Y.ϕ stands for ¬∃Y.¬ϕ, and ϕ1→ ϕ2 stands for ¬(ϕ1 ∧ ¬ϕ2.
Like in most logics, in MSO+Ufin we can relativize formulae.
Fact 2.2. Let rmax ∈ N. For every MSO+U
fin sentence ϕ we can construct an MSO+Ufin
formula ϕ̂(X) with one free variable X such that for every tree T of maximal arity rmax and
every valuation ν, it holds T, ν |= ϕ̂ if and only if ϕ holds in T ↾u for every u ∈ ν(X).
Proof sketch. Suppose first that we want to construct a formula ϕ′(X) that satisfies the fact
only for valuations mapping X to singleton sets {u}. To this end, we need to relativize
quantification in ϕ to the subtree starting in u. This means that we replace subformulae of
the form ∃Y.ψ (and likewise ∃finY.ψ and UY.ψ) by ∃Y.η(X,Y) ∧ ψ, where η(X,Y) says that
the set represented by Y contains only (not necessarily proper) descendants of the node
represented by X.
We conclude by taking ϕ̂(X) ≡ ∀X′.(sing(X′)∧X′ ⊆ X)→ϕ′(X′), saying that the formula
ϕ′(X′) holds whenever X′ represents a singleton subset of the set represented by X.
3. Nested U-Prefix MSO Automata
In this section we give a definition of nested U-prefix MSO automata, a formalism equivalent
to the MSO+Ufin logic. These are compositions of U-prefix automata and MSO automata,
defined below.
A U-prefix automaton is a tuple A = (Σ, Q,Qimp,∆), where Σ is a finite alphabet, Q is
a finite set of states, Qimp ⊆ Q is a set of important states, and ∆ ⊆ Q× Σ × (Q ∪ {⊤})
∗
is a finite transition relation (we assume ⊤ 6∈ Q). A run of A on a Σ-labeled tree T is a
mapping ρ from the set of nodes of T to Q ∪ {⊤} such that
• there are only finitely many nodes u such that ρ(u) ∈ Q, and
• for every node u of T , with label a and r children, it holds that either ρ(u) = ⊤ =
ρ(u1) = · · · = ρ(ur) or (ρ(u), a, ρ(u1), . . . , ρ(ur)) ∈ ∆.
We use U-prefix automata as transducers, relabeling nodes of T : we define A(T ) to be the
tree of the same shape as T , and such that its every node u originally labeled by au becomes
labeled by the pair (au, fu), where fu : Q → {0, 1, 2} is the function that assigns to every
state q ∈ Q
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• 2, if for every n ∈ N there is a run ρn of A on T ↾u that assigns q to the root of T ↾u,
and such that for at least n nodes w it holds that ρn(w) ∈ Qimp;
• 1, if the above does not hold, but there is a run of A on T ↾u that assigns q to the
root of T ↾u;
• 0, if none of the above holds.
Example 3.1. Consider the U-prefix automaton A1 = ({a}, {q∃lf , qfin}, {qfin},∆), where ∆
contains transitions
(qfin, a), (qfin, a, qfin), (qfin, a, qfin, qfin), (q∃lf , a), and
(q∃lf , a, q), (q∃lf , a, q,⊤), (q∃lf , a,⊤, q) for q ∈ {q∃lf , qfin} .
Suppose now that a ({a}, 2)-tree T comes. When a state qfin is assigned to some node u of
T , then it has to be assigned as well to all descendants of u. Thus, there is a run of A1 on
T with state qfin in the root exactly when the tree is finite. This is because the definition of
a run allows to assign states (other than ⊤) only to finitely many nodes of the tree. Going
further, there is a run of A on T with state q∃lf in the root exactly when there is a leaf
in the tree. The run can assign q∃lf to all nodes on the branch leading to a selected leaf,
and ⊤ to all other nodes. Alternatively, it can assign q∃lf to nodes on a branch leading to
some node u, and then qfin to all descendants of u, assuming that the subtree starting in u
is finite.
Let Bi be the full binary tree of height i, for i ∈ N. Let T1 be the tree consisting of
an infinite branch, with tree Bi attached below the i-th child of the branch; that is, we
take Ti = a〈Ti+1, Bi〉 for i ∈ N+. By definition, A1(T1) has the same shape as T1. Nodes
inside all Bi become relabeled to (a, [q∃lf 7→ 1, qfin 7→ 1]). This is because every subtree
of every Bi is finite and has a leaf. Moreover, the number of nodes of this subtree to
which qfin is assigned is bounded by the size of the subtree (and hence we do not use the
value 2 in the new label). Nodes of the leftmost branch of T1 are, in turn, relabeled to
(a, [q∃lf 7→ 2, qfin 7→ 0]). The value 2 in the i-th node of the branch means that for every
n ∈ N there is a run ρn on Ti that assigns q∃lf to the root of Ti, and assigns qfin to at least
n nodes. Such a run ρn assigns q∃lf on a branch entering some Bj with at least n nodes,
and assigns qfin to all nodes of this Bj .
An MSO automaton is a triple A = (Σ, Q, (ϕq)q∈Q), where Σ is a finite alphabet, Q is
a finite set of states, and (ϕq)q∈Q is a bundle of MSO formulae indexed by elements of Q.
An effect of running such an automaton A on a Σ-labeled tree T is the tree A(T ) that is
of the same shape as T , and such that its every node u originally labeled by au becomes
labeled by the pair (au, fu), where fu : Q → {0, 1, 2} is the function that assigns to every
index q ∈ Q
• 1 if ϕq is true in T ↾u;
• 0 otherwise.
Example 3.2. Let A2 = (Σ
out(A1), {q1, q2}, (ϕq1 , ϕq2)), where ϕq1 says that the second
child of the root exists and is labeled by (a, [q∃lf 7→ 1, qfin 7→ 1]), and ϕq2 says that there
exists an infinite branch with all nodes labeled by (a, [q∃lf 7→ 2, qfin 7→ 0]). Let us analyze
A2(A1(T1)), for the tree T1 from Example 3.1. It has the same shape as A1(T1), and as
T1. All leaves become labeled by ((a, [q∃lf 7→ 1, qfin 7→ 1]), [q1 7→ 0, q2 7→ 0]), other nodes of
Bi become labeled by ((a, [q∃lf 7→ 1, qfin 7→ 1]), [q1 7→ 1, q2 7→ 0]), and nodes on the leftmost
branch of the tree become labeled by ((a, [q∃lf 7→ 2, qfin 7→ 0]), [q1 7→ 1, q2 7→ 1]).
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By the input alphabet of A, where A is either a U-prefix automaton (Σ, Q,Qimp,∆) or
an MSO automaton (Σ, Q, (ϕq)q∈Q), we mean the set Σ
in(A) = Σ. The output alphabet of
A is Σout(A) = Σin(A)× {0, 1, 2}Q (we remark that MSO automata never assign the value
2; nevertheless, for uniformity in both types of automata we assume that the set of values
is {0, 1, 2}).
A nested U-prefix MSO automaton is a sequence A = A1 ◦ · · · ◦ Ak (with k ≥ 1), where
every Ai is either a U-prefix automaton or an MSO automaton, and where Σ
in(Ai+1) =
Σout(Ai) for i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. We define A(T ) to be Ak(. . . (A1(T )) . . . ). The input
and output alphabets of A, denoted Σin(A) and Σout(A), equal Σin(A1) and Σ
out(Ak),
respectively. The key property is that these automata can check properties expressed in
MSO+Ufin, as we state in Lemma 3.1, and we prove in the remainder of this section.
Lemma 3.1. Let Σ be a finite alphabet, and let rmax ∈ N. For every MSO+U
fin sentence
ϕ we can construct a nested U-prefix automaton Aϕ with Σ
in(Aϕ) = Σ, and a subset ΣF ⊆
Σout(Aϕ) such that for every (Σ, rmax)-tree T , the root of Aϕ(T ) is labeled by a letter in ΣF
if and only if ϕ holds in T .
Recall that our aim is to evaluate ϕ in a tree T generated by a particular recursion
scheme G, so the restriction to (Σ, rmax)-trees is not harmful: as (Σ, rmax) we are going to
take (ΣG , rmax(G)).
It is not difficult to see that in MSO+Ufin we can express properties checked by nested
U-prefix MSO automata. This means that the two formalisms are actually equivalent.
Although we do not need this second direction in order to prove Theorem 1.1, we state it
in Lemma 3.2 for cognitive purposes.
Lemma 3.2. Let rmax ∈ N. For every nested U-prefix MSO automaton A, and every letter
η ∈ Σout(A) we can construct anMSO+Ufin sentence ϕA,η such that for every (Σ
in(A), rmax)-
tree T , the root of A(T ) is labeled by η if and only if ϕA,η holds in T .
Proof sketch. When A is a single MSO automaton, A = (Σ, Q, (ψq)q∈Q), it is straightfor-
ward to construct ϕA,η in question. Namely, when η = (a, f), as ϕA,η we take
ξa ∧
∧
q:f(q)=1
ψq ∧
∧
q:f(q)=0
¬ψq ,
where ξa says that the root is labeled by a.
It is also not difficult to deal with a single U-prefix automaton. Indeed, it is standard
to express in MSO that a run of an automaton exists. The fact that there exist runs with
arbitrarily many important states is expressed using the U quantifier.
It remains to simulate composition of automata. Suppose that A = A1 ◦ A2 (where
A1,A2 may be nested again), and that we already have sentences ψA1,a corresponding to A1
for a ∈ Σout(A1) = Σ
in(A2), and ψA2,η corresponding to A2. Out of every sentence ψA1,a we
construct a formula ψ̂A1,a(Z) saying that ψA1,a holds in all subtrees starting in elements of
the set represented by Z (cf. Fact 2.2). The formula ψA2,η is evaluated in A1(T ), while the
formula ϕA,η that we are going to construct is evaluated in T . Thus, whenever ψA2,η uses
a(Z) for some letter a ∈ Σin(A2) and some variable Z, in ϕA,η we replace it by ψ̂A1,a(Z).
We now come to the proof of Lemma 3.1. We notice that due to the nested structure,
our automata are quite close to the logic. It is clear that MSO automata can simulate all of
MSO. On the other hand, U-prefix automata check whether something is unbounded, which
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corresponds to the U quantifiers. As states of the U-prefix automata we take phenotypes
(aka. logical types), which are defined next.
Let ϕ be a formula of MSO+Ufin, let T be a tree, and let ν be a valuation (defined at
least for all free variables of ϕ). We define the ϕ-phenotype of T under valuation ν, denoted
[T ]νϕ, by induction on the size of ϕ as follows:
• if ϕ is of the form a(X) (for some letter a) or X ⊆ Y then [T ]νϕ is the logical value of
ϕ in T, ν, that is, tt if T, ν |= ϕ and ff otherwise,
• if ϕ is of the form X 'i Y, then [T ]
ν
ϕ equals:
– tt if T, ν |= ϕ,
– empty if ν(X) = ν(Y) = ∅,
– root if ν(X) = ∅ and ν(Y) = {ε}, and
– ff otherwise,
• if ϕ ≡ (ψ1 ∧ ψ2), then [T ]
ν
ϕ = ([T ]
ν
ψ1
, [T ]νψ2),
• if ϕ ≡ (¬ψ), then [T ]νϕ = [T ]
ν
ψ,
• if ϕ ≡ ∃X.ψ, then
[T ]νϕ = ({σ | ∃X.[T ]
ν[X7→X]
ψ = σ}) ,
• if ϕ ≡ ∃finX.ψ, then
[T ]νϕ = ({σ | ∃X.[T ]
ν[X7→X]
ψ = σ ∧ |X| <∞}) , and
• if ϕ ≡ UX.ψ, then
[T ]νϕ = ({σ | ∃X.[T ]
ν[X7→X]
ψ = σ ∧ |X| <∞},
{σ | ∀n ∈ N.∃X.[T ]
ν[X7→X]
ψ = σ ∧ n ≤ |X| <∞}) ,
where X ranges over sets of nodes of T .
For each ϕ, let Phtϕ denote the set of all potential ϕ-phenotypes. Namely, Phtϕ =
{tt,ff} in the first case, Phtϕ = {tt, empty, root,ff} in the second case, Phtϕ = Phtψ1×Phtψ2
in the third case, Phtϕ = Phtψ in the fourth case, Phtϕ = P(Phtψ) in the fifth and sixth
case, and and Phtϕ = (P(Phtψ))
2 in the last case.
We immediately see two facts. First, Phtϕ is finite for every ϕ. Second, the fact whether
ϕ holds in T, ν is determined by [T ]νϕ. This means that there is a function tvϕ : Phtϕ →
{tt,ff} such that tvϕ([T ]
ν
ϕ) = tt if and only if T, ν |= ϕ.
Next, we observe that phenotypes behave in a compositional way, as formalized below.
Here for a valuation ν and a node u, by ν↾u we mean the valuation that restricts ν to the
subtree starting at u, that is, maps every variable X ∈ dom(ν) to {w | uw ∈ ν(X)}.
Lemma 3.3 (cf. [GK10, PT16]). For every letter a, every r ∈ N, and every MSO+Ufin
formula ϕ, one can compute a function Compa,r,ϕ : P
fin(V)× (Phtϕ)
r → Phtϕ such that for
every tree T whose root has label a and r children, and for every valuation ν,
[T ]νϕ = Compa,r,ϕ({X ∈ dom(ν) | ε ∈ ν(X)}, [T ↾1]
ν↾
1
ϕ , . . . , [T ↾r]
ν↾r
ϕ ) .
Proof. We proceed by induction on the size of ϕ.
When ϕ is of the form b(X) or X ⊆ Y, then we see that ϕ holds in T, ν if and
only if it holds in every subtree T ↾i, ν↾i and in the root of T . Thus, for ϕ ≡ b(X) as
Compa,r,ϕ(R, τ1, . . . , τr) we take tt when τi = tt for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r} and either a = b or
X 6∈ R. For ϕ ≡ (X ⊆ Y) the last part of the condition is replaced by “if X ∈ R then Y ∈ R”.
Next, suppose that ϕ ≡ (X 'k Y). Then as Compa,r,ϕ(R, τ1, . . . , τr) we take
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• tt if τj = tt for some j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and τi = empty for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r} \ {j}, and
X 6∈ R, and Y 6∈ R,
• tt also if τk = root, and τi = empty for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r} \ {k}, and X ∈ R, and
Y 6∈ R,
• empty if τi = empty for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and X 6∈ R, and Y 6∈ R,
• root if τi = empty for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and X 6∈ R, and Y ∈ R, and
• ff otherwise.
By comparing this definition with the definition of the phenotype we immediately see that
the thesis is satisfied.
When ϕ ≡ (¬ψ), we simply take Compa,r,ϕ = Compa,r,ψ, and when ϕ ≡ (ψ1 ∧ ψ2), as
Compa,r,ϕ(R, (τ
1
1 , τ
2
1 ), . . . , (τ
1
r , τ
2
r )) we take the pair of Compa,r,ψi(R, τ
i
1, . . . , τ
i
r) for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Suppose now that ϕ ≡ ∃X.ψ or ϕ ≡ ∃finX.ψ. As Compa,r,ϕ(R, τ1, . . . , τr) we take
{Compa,r,ψ(R ∪ {X}, σ1, . . . , σr),Compa,r,ψ(R \ {X}, σ1, . . . , σr)
| (σ1, . . . , σr) ∈ τ1 × · · · × τr} .
The two possibilities, R ∪ {X} and R \ {X}, correspond to the fact that when quantifying
over X, the root of T may be either taken to the set represented by X or not. Notice that
the cases of ∃X and ∃finX are handled in the same way: for a local behaviour near the root
it does not matter whether we quantify over all sets or only over finite sets.
Finally, suppose that ϕ ≡ UX.ψ. The arguments of Compa,r,ϕ are pairs (τ1, ρ1), . . . ,
(τr, ρr). Let A be the set of tuples (σ1, . . . , σr) ∈ τ1× · · ·× τr, and let B be the set of tuples
(σ1, . . . , σr) such that σj ∈ ρj for some j ∈ {1, . . . , r} and σi ∈ τi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r} \ {j}.
As Compa,r,ϕ(R, (τ1, ρ1), . . . , (τr, ρr)) we take
({Compa,r,ψ(R ∪ {X}, σ1, . . . , σr),Compa,r,ψ(R \ {X}, σ1, . . . , σr) | (σ1, . . . , σr) ∈ A},
{Compa,r,ψ(R ∪ {X}, σ1, . . . , σr),Compa,r,ψ(R \ {X}, σ1, . . . , σr) | (σ1, . . . , σr) ∈ B}) .
The first coordinate is defined as for the existential quantifiers. The second coordinate
is computed correctly due to the pigeonhole principle: if for every n we have a set Xn of
cardinality at least n (satisfying some property), then we can choose an infinite subsequence
of these sets such that either the root belongs to all of them or to none of them, and one
can choose some j ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that the sets contain unboundedly many descendants
of j.
In order to prove Lemma 3.1 by induction on the structure of the sentence ϕ, we need
to generalize it a bit; this is done in Lemma 3.4. In particular, we need to use phenotypes,
instead of the truth value of the formula (because phenotypes are compositional, unlike
truth values). We also need to allow formulae with free variables, not just sentences, as
well as arbitrary valuations. A special role is played by the valuation ν∅ that maps every
variable to the empty set; for this valuation we have a stronger version of the lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let Σ be a finite alphabet, and let rmax ∈ N. Then for every MSO+U
fin
formula ϕ we can construct
(1) a nested U-prefix MSO automaton Aϕ with Σ
in(Aϕ) = Σ, and MSO formulae ξϕ,τ
for all τ ∈ Phtϕ, such that for every (Σ, rmax)-tree T , every valuation ν in T , and
every τ ∈ Phtϕ it holds Aϕ(T ), ν |= ξϕ,τ if and only if [T ]
ν
ϕ = τ , and
(2) a nested U-prefix MSO automaton Bϕ with Σ
in(Bϕ) = Σ, and a function fϕ :
Σout(Bϕ) → Phtϕ, such that for every (Σ, rmax)-tree T the root of Bϕ(T ) is labeled
by a letter η such that fϕ(η) = [T ]
ν∅
ϕ .
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Proof. Induction on the size of ϕ. We start by observing how item (2) follows from item (1).
Item (1) gives us an automaton Aϕ andMSO formulae ξϕ,τ for all τ ∈ Phtϕ. We change these
formulae into sequences ξ′ϕ,τ , assuming that all their free variables are valuated to the empty
set. More precisely, for every free variable X we change subformulae of ξϕ,τ of the form a(X)
and X ⊆ Y into tt, subformulae of the form X 'i Y and Y 'i X into ff, and subformulae of
the form Y ⊆ X, where Y is a bound variable, into formulae checking that the set represented
by Y is nonempty. Then, we take Bϕ = Aϕ ◦ C for C = (Σ
out(Aϕ),Phtϕ, (ξ
′
ϕ,τ )τ∈Phtϕ). If
η = (a, h) for a function h mapping exactly one phenotype τ to 1, we define fϕ(η) to be
this phenotype τ , and for η = (a, h) with |h−1(1)| 6= 1 we define fϕ(η) arbitrarily.
Consider now a (Σ, rmax)-tree T . By item (1), for τ = [T ]
ν∅
ϕ we have Aϕ(T ), ν∅ |=
ξϕ,τ (equivalently, Aϕ(T ) |= ξ
′
ϕ,τ ) and for τ ∈ Phtϕ \ {[T ]
ν∅
ϕ } we have Aϕ(T ), ν∅ 6|= ξϕ,τ
(equivalently, Aϕ(T ) 6|= ξ
′
ϕ,τ ). It follows that the root of Bϕ(T ) is labeled by η = (a, h) where
a is the label of the root in Aϕ(T ), and h([T ]
ν∅
ϕ ) = 1, and h(τ) = 0 for τ ∈ Phtϕ \ {[T ]
ν∅
ϕ }.
Then fϕ(η) = [T ]
ν∅
ϕ , as required.
We now come to the proof of item (2), where we proceed by case distinction. When
ϕ is an atomic formula, that is, equals a(X), X ⊆ Y, or X 'i Y, then the automaton Aϕ is
not needed: as Aϕ we can take the MSO automaton with empty set of states (and input
alphabet Σ). For such an automaton we have that Aϕ(T ) = T for every (Σ, rmax)-tree T .
As ξϕ,tt we take ϕ. When ϕ equals a(X) or X ⊆ Y, the only phenotypes are tt and ff, and
thus we take ξϕ,ff ≡ ¬ϕ. In the case of ϕ ≡ X 'i Y, the situation when the formula is false
is divided into three phenotypes: empty, root, and ff. Nevertheless, it is easy to express in
MSO that we have a particular phenotype, following the definition of [T ]νϕ.
Suppose now that ϕ is of the form ψ1 ∧ ψ2. From the induction assumption, item (1),
we have two automata, Aψ1 and Aψ2 , as well as formulae ξψ1,τ1 for all τ1 ∈ Phtψ1 and
ξψ2,τ2 for all τ2 ∈ Phtψ2 . We combine the two automata into a single automaton Aϕ with
Σin(Aϕ) = Σ. More precisely, we take Aϕ = Aψ1 ◦ A
′
ψ2
, where A′ψ2 works exactly like Aψ2 ,
but instead of reading a tree T over alphabet Σ, it reads the tree Aψ1(T ) and ignores the
part of its labels added by Aψ1 . We also amend ξψ1,τ1 and ξψ2,τ2 so that they can read the
output of Aϕ: formulae ξ
′
ψ1,τ1
work like ξψ1,τ1 but ignore the parts of labels added by A
′
ψ2
,
and formulae ξ′ψ2,τ2 work like ξψ2,τ2 but ignore the parts of labels added by Aψ1 . Having
the above, for every τ = (τ1, τ2) ∈ Phtϕ we take ξϕ,τ ≡ ξ
′
ψ1,τ1
∧ ξ′ψ2,τ2 . Because a tree has
ϕ-phenotype τ when it has ψ1-phenotype τ1 and simultaneously ψ2-phenotype τ2, it should
be clear that the thesis of item (1) becomes satisfied.
When ϕ is of the form ¬ψ, or ∃X.ψ, or ∃finX.ψ, as Aϕ we take Aψ existing by the
induction assumption, item (1). The induction assumption gives us also formulae ξψ,τ for
all τ ∈ Phtψ. If ϕ ≡ ¬ψ, we take ξϕ,τ ≡ ξψ,τ . If ϕ ≡ ∃X.ψ, we take
ξϕ,τ ≡
∧
σ∈τ
(∃X.ξψ,σ) ∧
∧
σ∈Phtψ\τ
(¬∃X.ξψ,σ) .
If ϕ ≡ ∃finX.ψ, we take the same formula, but with ∃fin quantifiers instead of ∃.
Finally, suppose that ϕ ≡ UX.ψ. We cannot proceed like in the previous cases, because
the U quantifier cannot be expressed in MSO; we rather need to append a new U-prefix
automaton at the end of the constructed automaton. In this case we first prove item (2),
and then we deduce item (1) out of item (2). By item (2) of the induction assumption we
have an automaton Bψ and a function fψ : Σ
out(Bψ) → Phtψ such that for every node u
of T , the root of Bψ(T ↾u) is labeled by a letter ηu such that fψ(ηu) = [T ↾u]
ν∅
ψ . Moreover,
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there is a function g : Σout(Bψ) → Σ such that g(ηu) is the original label of u in T (such a
function exists, because the labels from T remain as a part of the labels in Bψ(T )). Recall
that Bψ(T ) has the same shape as T , and actually (Bψ(T ))↾u = Bψ(T ↾u) for every node
u. We construct a new layer C, which calculates ϕ-phenotypes basing on ψ-phenotypes,
and we take Bϕ = Bψ ◦ C. As the state set of C we take Q = {0, 1} × Phtψ; states
from {1} × Phtψ are considered as important. Transitions are determined by the Comp
predicate from Lemma 3.3. More precisely, for every r ≤ rmax, every η ∈ Σ
out(Bψ), and all
((i1, σ1), . . . , (ir, σr)) ∈ Q
r we have transitions
((0,Compg(η),r,ψ(∅, σ1, . . . , σr)), η, (i1, σ1), . . . , (ir, σr)) , and
((1,Compg(η),r,ψ({X}, σ1, . . . , σr)), η, (i1, σ1), . . . , (ir, σr)) .
Moreover, we have transitions that read the ψ-phenotype from the label:
((0, fψ(η)), η,⊤, . . . ,⊤︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
) for r ≤ rmax.
We notice that there is a direct correspondence between runs of C and choices of a set of
nodes X to which the variable X is mapped. The first coordinate of the state is set to
1 in nodes chosen to the set X. The second coordinate contains the ψ-phenotype under
the valuation mapping X to X and every other variable to the empty set. In some nodes
below the chosen set X we use the transitions of the second kind, reading the ψ-phenotype
from the label; it does not matter in which nodes this is done, as everywhere a correct ψ-
phenotype is written. The fact that we quantify only over finite sets X corresponds to the
fact that the run of C can assign non-⊤ states only to a finite prefix of the tree. Moreover,
the cardinality of X is reflected by the number of important states assigned by a run. It
follows that for every σ ∈ Phtψ,
• there exists a finite set X of nodes of T such that [T ]
ν∅[X7→X]
ψ = σ if and only if for
some i ∈ {0, 1} there is a run of C on Bψ(T ) that assigns (i, σ) to the root, and
• for every n ∈ N there exists a finite set Xn of nodes of T such that [T ]
ν∅[X7→Xn]
ψ = σ
and |Xn| ≥ n if and only if for some i ∈ {0, 1} and for every n ∈ N there is a run ρn
of C on Bψ(T ) that assigns (i, σ) to the root, and such that ρn assigns an important
state to at least n nodes.
Thus, looking at the root’s label in Bϕ(T ) we can determine [T ]
ν∅
ϕ . This finishes the proof
of item (2) in the case of the U quantifier.
Next, remaining in the case of ϕ ≡ UX.ψ, we prove item (1) using item (2), which is
already proved. It is essential that by the definition of the MSO+Ufin logic, all free variables
of ϕ come from Vfin, that is, represent finite sets. This means that only nodes from a finite
prefix of a considered tree can belong to ν(Y) for Y free in ϕ (since clearly the number of
free variables is finite). Outside of this finite prefix we can read the ϕ-phenotype from the
output of Bϕ (because the valuation is empty there), and in the finite prefix we can compute
them using the Comp function.
More precisely, as Aϕ we take Bϕ, coming from item (2). Item (2) gives us a function
fϕ : Σ
out(Aϕ) → Phtϕ reading the ϕ-phenotype of a (Σ, rmax)-tree T out of the root label
of Aϕ(T ); we also have a function g : Σ
out(Aϕ) → Σ that extracts original labels out of
labels in Aϕ(T ). For every τ ∈ Phtϕ we define the formula ξψ,τ as follows. It starts with a
sequence of |Phtϕ| existential quantifiers, quantifying over variables Xρ for all ρ ∈ Phtϕ. The
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intention is that, in a tree T , every Xρ represents the set of nodes u such that [T ↾u]
ν↾u
ϕ = ρ.
Inside the quantification we say that
• the sets represented by these variables are disjoint, and every node belongs to some
of them,
• the root belongs to Xτ ,
• if a node with label η ∈ Σout(Aϕ) belongs to Xρ, and its children to Xρ1 , . . . ,Xρr ,
respectively (where r ≤ rmax), and R is the set of free variables Y of ϕ for which the
node belongs to ν(Y), then ρ = Compg(η),r,ϕ(R, ρ1, . . . , ρr) (there are only finitely
many possibilities for ρ, ρ1, . . . , ρr ∈ Phtϕ, for r ∈ {0, . . . , rmax}, for η ∈ Σ
out(Aϕ),
and finitely many free variables of ϕ, thus the constructed formula can be just a big
alternative listing all possible cases), and
• if a node with label η ∈ Σout(Aϕ) belongs to Xρ and none of ν(Y) for Y free in ϕ
contains this node or some its descendant, then ρ = fϕ(η).
Consider now a (Σ, rmax)-tree T , and a valuation ν in this tree. If [T ]
ν
ϕ = τ , then we can
show that ξϕ,τ is true by taking for Xρ the set of nodes u for which [T ↾u]
ν↾u
ϕ = ρ (for every
ρ ∈ Phtϕ). Conversely, suppose that ξϕ,τ is true. Then we can prove that a node u can
belong to the set represented by Xρ (for ρ ∈ Phtϕ) only when [T ↾u]
ν↾u
ϕ = ρ. The proof is
by a straightforward induction on the number of descendants of u that belong to ν(Y) for
some Y free in ϕ; we use Lemma 3.3 for the induction step.
Now the proof of Lemma 3.1 follows easily. Indeed, when ϕ is a sentence (has no free
variables), [T ]
ν∅
ϕ determines whether ϕ holds in T . Thus, it is enough to take the automaton
Bϕ constructed in Lemma 3.4, and replace the function fϕ by the set ΣF = {η ∈ Σ
out(A) |
tvϕ(fϕ(η))} (where tvϕ, defined on page 9, given a ϕ-phenotype says whether ϕ holds in
trees having this ϕ-phenotype).
We remark that the WMSO+U logic (which is weaker than MSO+Ufin) corresponds
to nested U-prefix automata, composed of U-prefix automata only (i.e., not using MSO au-
tomata). Indeed, MSO automata are needed only to deal with infinite sets; when all quan-
tified sets are finite, we can simulate all the constructs using U-prefix automata [Par18a].
We also remark that Bojan´czyk and Torun´czyk [BT12] introduce another model of
automata equivalent to WMSO+U: nested limsup automata. A common property of these
two models is that both of them are nested, but the components are of different form.
4. Proof of the Main Theorem
In this section we prove our main theorem—Theorem 1.1. To this end, we have to recall
three properties of recursion schemes: logical reflection (Fact 4.1), SUP reflection (Fact 4.2),
and closure under composition with finite tree transducers (Fact 4.3).
The property of logical reflection for schemes comes from Broadbent, Carayol, Ong,
and Serre [BCOS10]. They state it for sequences of µ-calculus, but µ-calculus and MSO are
equivalent over infinite trees [EJ91].
Fact 4.1 (logical reflection [BCOS10, Theorem 2(ii)]). For every MSO sentence ϕ and
every scheme G generating a tree T one can construct a scheme Gϕ that generates a tree of
the same shape as T , and such that its every node u is labeled by a pair (au, bu), where au
is the label of u in T , and bu is tt if ϕ is satisfied in T ↾u and ff otherwise.
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The SUP reflection is the heart of our proof. In order to talk about this property, we
need a few more definitions. By #a(U) we denote the number of a-labeled nodes in a (finite)
tree U . For a set of (finite) trees L and a set of symbols A, we define a predicate SUPA(L),
which holds if for every n ∈ N there is some Un ∈ L such that for all a ∈ A it holds that
#a(Un) ≥ n.
Originally, in the simultaneous unboundedness problem we consider nondeterministic
higher-order recursion schemes, which instead of generating a single infinite tree, recognize
a set of finite trees. We use here an equivalent formulation, in which the set of finite trees
is encoded in a single infinite tree. To this end, we use a special letter nd, denoting a
nondeterministic choice. We write T →nd U if U is obtained from T by choosing some nd-
labeled node u and some its child v, and attaching T ↾v in place of T ↾u. In other words,→nd
is the smallest relation such that nd〈T1, . . . , Tr〉 →nd Tj for j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and if Tj →nd T
′
j
for some j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and Ti = T
′
i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r} \ {j}, then a〈T1, . . . , Tr〉 →nd
a〈T ′1, . . . , T
′
r〉. For a tree T , L(T ) is the set of all finite trees U such that #nd(U) =
#ω(U) = 0 and T →
∗
nd U .
Fact 4.2 (SUP reflection [Par18b, Theorem 10.1]). For every scheme G generating a tree
T one can construct a scheme GSUP that generates a tree of the same shape as T , and such
that its every node u, having in T label au, is labeled by
• a pair (au, {A ⊆ ΣG | SUPA(L(T ↾u))}), if au 6= nd, and
• the letter nd, if au = nd.
The third recalled fact (Fact 4.3) talks about finite tree transducers. A (deterministic,
top-down) finite tree transducer is a tuple T = (Σ, rmax, Q, q0, δ), where Σ is a finite alphabet,
rmax is the maximal arity of considered trees, Q is a finite set of states, q0 ∈ Q is an initial
state, and δ is a transition function mapping Q×Σ× {0, . . . , rmax} to finite lambda-terms.
A triple (q, a, r) should be mapped by δ to a term that uses only node constructors and
variables of the form xi,p, where i ∈ {1, . . . , r} and p ∈ Q (applications and lambda-binders
are not allowed); at least one node constructor has to be used (the whole δ(q, a, r) cannot
be equal to a variable).
For a (Σ, rmax)-tree T and a state q ∈ Q, we define Tq(T ) by coinduction, as follows: if
T = a〈T1, . . . , Tr〉, then Tq(T ) is the tree obtained from δ(q, a, r) by substituting Tp(Ti) for
the variable xi,p, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r} and p ∈ Q. In the root we start from the initial state,
that is, we define T (T ) = Tq0(T ). We have the following fact.
Fact 4.3. For every finite tree transducer T = (Σ, rmax, Q, q0, δ) and every scheme G gen-
erating a (Σ, rmax)-tree T , one can construct a scheme GT that generates the tree T (T ).
This fact follows from the equivalence between schemes and collapsible pushdown sys-
tems [HMOS08], as it is straightforward to compose a collapsible pushdown system with T
(where due to Fact 2.1 we can assume that Λ(G) is fully convergent, i.e., that every node of
T is explicitly generated by the collapsible pushdown system). Since we are not aware of
any proof of this fact in the literature, we give more details in Appendix A.
Using Fact 4.1 we can compose schemes with MSO automata, as stated below.
Lemma 4.4. For every MSO automaton A and every scheme G generating a tree T , where
ΣG ⊆ Σ
in(A), one can construct a scheme GA that generates the tree A(T ).
Proof. Let A = (Σ, Q, (ϕq)q∈Q). Assume that Q = {1, . . . , n}. Formally, we need to slightly
modify the formulae: out of ϕq we obtain ϕ
′
q by changing every subformula of the form a(X)
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to a formula saying that every node in the set represented by X is labeled by a letter from
{a} × {tt,ff}q−1. Let G0 = G and T0 = T . Consecutively for q = 1, . . . , n we apply Fact 4.1
to ϕ′q and Gq−1. We obtain a scheme Gq that generates a tree Tq of the same shape as T ,
and such that its every node u is labeled by a tuple (a, b1, . . . , bq), where a is the label of u
in T , and bi says whether ϕi is satisfied in T ↾u (equivalently, ϕ
′
i is satisfied in Ti−1↾u) for
i ∈ {1, . . . , q}.
The last tree, Tn, contains truth values of all sentences ϕq. In order to obtain GA
as required, it is thus enough to rename letters appearing in Gn: we change every letter
(a, b1, . . . , bn) to (a, f) for f : Q→ {0, 1, 2} mapping every q ∈ Q to 1 if bq = tt, and to 0 if
bq = ff.
As one can expect, we can also compose schemes with U-prefix automata, and for that
we need Facts 4.2 and 4.3.
Lemma 4.5. For every U-prefix automaton A and every scheme G generating a tree T ,
where ΣG ⊆ Σ
in(A), one can construct a scheme GA that generates the tree A(T ).
It is easy to deduce Theorem 1.1 out of Lemmata 4.4 and 4.5. Indeed, consider an
MSO+Ufin sentence ϕ and a scheme G0 generating a tree T0. By Lemma 3.1, ϕ is equivalent
to a nested U-prefix MSO automaton A = A1 ◦ · · · ◦ Ak, together with an accepting set ΣF.
By consecutively applying Lemmata 4.4 and 4.5 for i = 1, . . . , k, we combine Gi−1 with Ai,
obtaining a scheme Gi that generates the tree Ti = Ai(Ti−1). The root of Tk = A(T0) has
label in ΣF if and only if ϕ is satisfied in T0. Surely this label can be read: having Gk, we
simply start generating the tree Tk, until its root is generated (by Fact 2.1, we can assume
that Λ(Gk) is fully convergent).
We now come to the proof of Lemma 4.5. We are thus given a U-prefix automaton
A = (Σ, Q,Qimp,∆), and a scheme G generating a tree T , where ΣG ⊆ Σ; our goal is to
create a scheme GA that generates the tree A(T ). As a first step, we create a finite tree
transducer T that converts T into a tree containing all runs of A on all subtrees of T . Let
us write Q = {p1, . . . , p|Q|}. As T we take (ΣG , rmax(G), Q ∪ {q0,⊤}, q0, δ), where q0 6∈ Q is
a fresh state, and δ is defined as follows. For q ∈ Q, a ∈ ΣG, and r ≤ rmax(G) we take
δ(q, a, r) = nd〈q〈x1,q11 , . . . , xr,q1r〉, . . . , q〈x1,qk1 , . . . , xr,qkr〉〉 ,
where (q, a, q11, . . . , q1r), . . . , (q, a, qk1, . . . , qkr) are all elements of ∆ being of length r + 2
and having q and a on the first two coordinates. Moreover, for a ∈ ΣG and r ≤ rmax(G) we
take
δ(q0, a, r) = a〈x1,q0, . . . , xr,q0, ?〈δ(p1, a, r)〉, . . . , ?〈δ(p|Q|, a, r)〉〉 , and
δ(⊤, a, r) = ⊤〈〉 .
We see that T (T ) contains all nodes of the original tree T . Additionally, below every
node u coming from T we have |Q| new children labeled by ?, such that subtrees starting
below these children describe runs of A on T ↾u, starting in particular states. More precisely,
when u has r children in T , for every i ∈ {1, . . . , |Q|} there is a bijection between trees U in
L(T (T )↾u(r+i)1) and runs ρ of A on T ↾u such that ρ(ε) = pi. The label of every node v in
such a tree U contains the state assigned by ρ to v, where U contains exactly all nodes to
which ρ assigns a state from Q, and all minimal nodes to which ρ assigns ⊤ (i.e., such that
ρ does not assign ⊤ to their parents). Recall that by definition ρ can assign a state from Q
only to a finite prefix of the tree T ↾u, which corresponds to the fact that L(T (T )↾u(r+i)1)
contains only finite trees.
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Actually, we need to consider a transducer T ′ obtained from T by a slight modification:
we replace the letter q appearing in δ(q, a, r) by 1 if q ∈ Qimp, and by 0 if q 6∈ Qimp. Then, for
a node u of T having r children, and for i ∈ {1, . . . , |Q|}, we have the following equivalence:
SUP{1}(T
′(T )↾u(r+i)) holds if and only if for every n ∈ N there is a run ρn of A on T ↾u that
assigns pi to the root of T ↾u, and such that for at least n nodes v it holds that ρn(v) ∈ Qimp.
We now apply Fact 4.3 to G and T ′; we obtain a scheme GT ′ that generates the tree
T ′(T ). Then, we apply Fact 4.2 (SUP reflection) to GT ′ , which gives us a scheme G
′. The
tree T ′ generated by G′ has the same shape as T ′(T ), but in the label of every node v
(originally having label other than nd) there is additionally written a set U containing these
sets A ⊆ ΣGT ′ for which SUPA(L(T ↾v)) holds. Next, using Fact 4.1 (logical reflection) 2|Q|
times, we annotate every node u of T ′, having r′ children, by logical values of the following
properties, for i = 1, . . . , |Q|:
• whether r′ ≥ |Q| and L(T ′↾u(r′−|Q|+i)1) is nonempty, and
• whether r′ ≥ |Q| and the label (a,U) of node u(r′ − |Q|+ i) in T ′ satisfies {1} ∈ U .
Clearly both these properties can be expressed in MSO. For nodes u coming from T , the
first property holds when there is a run of A on T ↾u that assigns pi to the root of T ↾u, and
the second property holds when for every n ∈ N there is a run ρn of A on T ↾u that assigns
pi to the root of T ↾u, and such that for at least n nodes w it holds that ρn(w) ∈ Qimp. Let
G′′ be the scheme generating the tree T ′′ containing these annotations.
Finally, we create GA by slightly modifying G
′′: we replace every node constructor
(a,U , σ1, τ1, . . . , σ|Q|, τ|Q|)〈P1, . . . , Pr+|Q|〉 with (a, f)〈P1, . . . , Pr〉, where f : Q → {0, 1, 2} is
such that f(pi) = 2 if τi = tt, and f(pi) = 1 if σi = tt but τi = ff, and f(pi) = 0 otherwise,
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |Q|} (we do not do anything with node constructors of arity smaller than
|Q|). In effect only the nodes coming from T remain, and they are appropriately relabeled.
5. Extensions
In this section we give a few possible extensions of our main theorem, saying that we can
evaluate MSO+Ufin sentences on trees generated by recursion schemes. First, we notice that
our solution actually proves a stronger result: logical reflection for MSO+Ufin.
Theorem 5.1. For every MSO+Ufin sentence ϕ and every scheme G generating a tree T
one can construct a scheme Gϕ that generates a tree of the same shape as T , and such that
its every node u is labeled by a pair (au, bu), where au is the label of u in T , and bu is tt if
ϕ is satisfied in T ↾u and ff otherwise.
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 1.1 we have constructed a nested U-prefix automaton A
equivalent to ϕ, and then a scheme GA that generates the tree A(T ). In every node u of
A(T ) it is written whether T ↾u satisfies ϕ. Moreover, labels of A(T ) contain also original
labels coming from T . Thus in order to obtain Gϕ it is enough to appropriately relabel node
constructors appearing in GA.
In Theorem 5.1, the formula ϕ talks only about the subtree starting in u. One can obtain
a stronger version of logical reflection, where ϕ is allowed to talk about u in the context
of the whole tree. This version can be obtained as a simple corollary of Theorem 5.1 by
using the same methods as in Broadbent et al. [BCOS10, Proof of Corollary 2]; it is also an
immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3, which we show next.
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Theorem 5.2. For every MSO+Ufin formula ϕ(X) with one free variable X and every
scheme G generating a tree T , one can construct a scheme Gϕ that generates a tree of the
same shape as T , and such that its every node u is labeled by a pair (au, bu), where au is the
label of u in T , and bu is tt if ϕ is satisfied in T with X valuated to {u}, and ff otherwise.
Carayol and Serre [CS12] show one more property of MSO and schemes, called effective
selection. This time we are given an MSO sentence ψ of the form ∃X.ϕ. Assuming that ψ
is satisfied in the tree T generated by a scheme G, one wants to compute an example set
X of nodes of T , such that ϕ is true in T with the variable X valuated to this set X. The
theorem says that it is possible to create a scheme Gϕ that generates a tree of the same
shape as T , in which nodes belonging to some such example set X are marked. We can
show the same for MSO+Ufin.
Theorem 5.3. For every MSO+Ufin formula ϕ(X) with one free variable X ∈ V inf and every
scheme G generating a tree T , if ∃X.ϕ(X) holds in T , then one can construct a scheme Gϕ
that generates a tree T ′ of the same shape as T , and such that its every node u is labeled
by a pair (au, bu), where au is the label of u in T , and bu belongs to {tt,ff}; when X is the
set of nodes of T ′ having tt on the second coordinate of the label, ϕ is holds in T with X
valuated to X.
The proof of this theorem bases on the following lemma, which is also interesting in
itself.
Lemma 5.4. For every MSO+Ufin formula ϕ and every scheme G generating a tree T one
can construct a scheme G+ that generates a tree T
′ of the same shape as T , and an MSO
formula ϕMSO such that for every valuation ν in T (defined at least for all free variables of
ϕ) it holds that T ′, ν |= ϕMSO if and only if T, ν |= ϕ. Moreover, the label of every node of
T ′ contains as its part the label of that node in T .
Proof. Recall that Lemma 3.4 gives us a nested U-prefix MSO automaton Aϕ and MSO
formulae ξϕ,τ for all τ ∈ Phtϕ such that for every valuation ν in T (where T is now the
fixed (ΣG , rmax(G))-tree generated by G) it holds Aϕ(T ), ν |= ξϕ,τ if and only if [T ]
ν
ϕ = τ .
Applying Lemmata 4.4 and 4.5 to components of the automaton Aϕ, out of the scheme
G we can construct a scheme G+ that generates the tree Aϕ(T ).
Recall that tvϕ(τ) says whether ϕ is true in a tree having ϕ-phenotype τ , and consider
the MSO formula
ϕMSO ≡
∨
τ∈Phtϕ
tvϕ(τ)
ξϕ,τ .
By the above, for every valuation ν, it holds Aϕ(T ), ν |= ϕMSO if and only if T, ν |= ϕ, as
required in the thesis.
Using the above lemma, we can easily deduce effective selection for MSO+Ufin out of
effective selection for MSO.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Using effective selection for MSO (which is a theorem with the same
statement as Theorem 5.3, but for the MSO logic [CS12]) for the formula ϕMSO and for
the scheme G+ (created by Lemma 5.4) we obtain a scheme G
′
ϕ. It is almost as required: it
generates a tree T ′ of the same shape as T (but with some additional parts of labels, added
by G+), where additionally nodes of some set X are marked, so that ϕMSO holds in T
′ with
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X valuated to X. Lemma 5.4 implies that then also ϕ holds in T with X valuated to X.
Thus, it is enough to modify node constructors of G′ϕ: out of every letter we leave only the
original letter coming from G, and the last component marking the set X, while we remove
all the components added by G+.
One may want to obtain an analogous theorem for X ∈ Vfin, that is, for a sentence of
the form ∃finX.ϕ(X). It is, however, a special case of Theorem 5.3, which can be used with
the sentence ∃X′.∃finX.X ⊆ X
′ ∧ X′ ⊆ X ∧ ϕ(X). We remark, though, that the version of
Theorem 5.3 for X ∈ Vfin is actually also a corollary of Theorem 1.1, because there are only
countably many finite sets X, so we may try one after another, until we find some set for
which ϕ is satisfied; it is easy to hardcode a given set X in the formula (or in the scheme).
We now show how Theorem 5.2 follows from Theorem 5.3.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We use Theorem 5.3 for
ϕ′(X′) ≡ ∀X.sing(X)→ (X ⊆ X′→ ϕ(X)) ∧ (¬(X ⊆ X′)→¬ϕ(X)) .
The only set X ′ for which ϕ′ is true in a tree T is the set of all nodes u for which ϕ is true
in T with X valuated to {u}. Thus the scheme Gϕ′ obtained from Theorem 5.3 satisfies the
thesis of Theorem 5.2.
Our algorithm has nonelementary complexity. This is unavoidable, as already model-
checking of WMSO sentences on the infinite word over an unary alphabet is nonelementary.
It would be interesting to find some other formalism for expressing unboundedness prop-
erties, maybe using some model of automata, for which the model-checking problem has
better complexity. We leave this issue for future work.
Finally, we remark that in our solution we do not use the full power of the simultaneous
unboundedness problem, we only use the single-letter case. On the other hand, it seems
that MSO+Ufin is not capable to express simultaneous unboundedness, only its single-letter
case. Thus, another direction for a future work is to extend MSO+Ufin to a logic that can
actually express simultaneous unboundedness. As a possible candidate we see the qcMSO
logic introduced in Kaiser, Lang, Leßenich, and Lo¨ding [KLLL15], in which simultaneous
unboundedness is expressible.
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Appendix A. Proof of Fact 4.31
As already said, Fact 4.3 follows easily from the equivalence between schemes and collapsible
pushdown systems. We do not even need to know a full definition of these systems. Let us
recall these fragments that are relevant for us.
For every n ∈ N, and every finite set Γ containing a distinguished initial symbol ⊥ ∈ Γ,
there are defined:
• a set PDn,Γ of collapsible pushdowns of order n over stack alphabet Γ,
• an initial pushdown ⊥n ∈ PDn,Γ,
• a finite set Opn,Γ of operations on these pushdowns, where every op ∈ Opn,Γ is a
partial function from PDn,Γ to PDn,Γ, and
• a function top : PDn,Γ → Γ (returning the topmost symbol of a pushdown).
We assume that Opn,Γ contains the identity operation id, mapping every element of PDn,Γ
to itself.
Having the above, we define a collapsible pushdown system (a CPS for short) as a tuple
C = (Q, q0, n,Γ, δ), where Q is a set of states, q0 ∈ Q is an initial state, n ∈ N is an
order, Γ is a finite stack alphabet, and δ : Q× Γ→ (Q× Opn,Γ) ⊎ (Σ ×Q
∗) is a transition
function (where Σ is some alphabet). A configuration of C is a pair (q, s) ∈ Q× PDn,Γ. A
configuration (p, t) is a successor of (q, s), written (q, s) →C (p, t), if δ(q, top(s)) = (p, op)
and op(s) = t. We define when a tree is generated by C from (q, s), by coinduction:
• if (q, s)→∗C (p, t), and δ(p, top(t)) = (a, q1, . . . , qr) ∈ Σ×Q
∗, and trees T1, . . . , Tr are
generated by C from (q1, t), . . . , (qr, t), respectively, then a〈T1, . . . , Tr〉 is generated
by C from (q, s),
• if there is no (p, t) such that (q, s) →∗C (p, t) and δ(p, top(t)) ∈ Σ ×Q
∗, then ω〈〉 is
generated by C from (q, s).
1To reviewers and editors: our intention is to publish the two appendix as an integral part of the paper.
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Notice that for every configuration (q, s) there is at most one configuration (p, t) such that
(q, s) →∗C (p, t) and δ(p, top(t)) ∈ Σ × Q
∗; in consequence exactly one tree is generated by
C from every configuration. While talking about the tree generated by C, without referring
to a configuration, we mean generating from the initial configuration (q0,⊥n).
We say that a CPS is fully convergent (from a configuration (q, s)) if it generates (from
(q, s)) a tree without using the second item of the definition. More formally: we consider the
CPS C−ω obtained from C by replacing ω with some other letter ω
′ (in all transitions), and
we say that C is fully convergent (from (q, s)) if C−ω generates (from (q, s)) a tree without
ω-labeled nodes. We have the following fact.
Fact A.1. [HMOS08] For every scheme G one can construct a CPS C that generates the
tree generated by G and, conversely, for every CPS C one can construct a scheme G that
generates the tree generated by C. Both translations preserve the property of being fully
convergent.2
In Fact 4.3 we are given a finite tree transducer T = (Σ, rmax, P, p0, δT ), and a scheme
G generating a (Σ, rmax)-tree T , and we want to construct a scheme GT that generates the
tree T (T ). By Fact 2.1 we can assume that G is fully convergent. We translate it to a fully
convergent CPS C = (Q, q0, n,Γ, δC) generating T .
Then, we create a CPS CT = (R, (q0, p0), n,Γ, δ) by combining C with T . Its set of
states R contains states of two kinds: pairs (q, p) ∈ Q × P , and pairs (q, U) where q ∈ Q
and U is a subterm of δT (p, a, r) for some (p, a, r) ∈ P × Σ× {0, . . . , rmax}. We define the
transitions as follows:
• if δC(q, χ) = (q
′, op) ∈ Q×Opn,Γ, then δ((q, p), χ) = ((q
′, p), op),
• if δC(q, χ) = (a, q1, . . . , qr) ∈ Σ×Q
∗, then δ((q, p), χ) = ((q, δT (p, a, r)), id),
• if δC(q, χ) ∈ Σ×Q
∗, then δ((q, b〈U1, . . . , Uk〉), χ) = (b, (q, U1), . . . , (q, Uk)),
• if δC(q, χ) = (a, q1, . . . , qr) ∈ Σ × Q
∗ and i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, then δ((q, xi,p), χ) =
((qi, p), id), and
• all other transitions are irrelevant, and can be defined arbitrarily.
It is easy to prove by coinduction that if C is fully convergent from some configuration
(q, s), then, for every state p ∈ P , CT generates Tp(Tq,s) from ((q, p), s), where Tq,s is the
tree generated by C from (q, s). Indeed, because C is fully convergent from (q, s), for some
(q′, t) we have (q, s)→∗C (q
′, t) and δ(q′, top(t)) = (a, q1, . . . , qr) ∈ Σ×Q
∗. In such a situation
((q, p), s) →∗CT ((q
′, p), t) (where we use transitions of the first kind). From ((q′, p), t) the
CPS CT uses a transition of the second kind, and then starts generating the tree δT (p, a, r)
until a variable is reached (using transitions of the third kind). When a variable xi,p′ is
reached, CT enters the configuration ((qi, p
′), t) (a transition of the fourth kind), which, by
the assumption of coinduction, means that it continues by generating the tree Tp′(Tqi,t),
where Tqi,t is the tree generated by C from (qi, t).
In particular we have that CT generates T (T ). At the end we translate CT to a scheme
GT generating the same tree, using again Fact A.1.
2Clearly only a fully-convergent CPS/scheme can generate a tree without ω-labeled nodes. Thus it is
easy to preserve the property of being fully convergent: we can replace all appearances of ω by some fresh
letter ω′, switch to the other formalism, and then replace ω′ back by ω.
